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May 20, 2021 - The Anglo-Saxons trace the turbulent history of these people across the next six centuries. It explains how their earliest rulers fought relentlessly against each other for glory and supremacy, and then were almost destroyed by the onslaught of the Vikings.

In the AD400s, towards the end of Roman rule, Britain was being attacked by the Picts and Scots from the north, and the Anglo-Saxons from the south.

The Romans had built forts along the coast to Anglo-Saxon, term used historically to describe any member of the Germanic peoples who, from the 5th century CE to the time of the Norman Conquest (1066), inhabited and ruled territories that are now in England and Wales. The peoples grouped together as Anglo-Saxons were not politically unified until the 9th century. You need to enable JavaScript to run this app.

Anglo-Saxon: (noun) a member of the Germanic peoples conquering England in the fifth century a.d. and forming the ruling class until the Norman conquest — compare angle, jute, saxon.

The Anglo-Saxons settled in many different parts of the country – the Jutes ended up in Kent, the Angles in East Anglia, and the Saxons in parts of Essex, Wessex, Sussex and Middlesex (according to whether they lived East, West, South or in the middle)! Not all Roman towns were abandoned, though. Some chiefs realised... Os anglo-saxões ou anglo-saxonicos foram um povo que habituou a Grã-Bretanha a partir do século V. Eles compreendem um povo formado de tribos germânicas que migraram para a ilha a partir da Europa continental, seus descendentes (anglos, frisios, jutos e saxões) e grupos celtas britânicos que adotaram alguns aspectos anglos.

The title he normally used was "King of the Anglo-Saxons"; most authorities do regard him as a king of England, although he was not a king in the modern sense of the term. Anglo-Saxonism: The Anglo-Saxons took control of most of Britain, although they never conquered Scotland, Wales and Cornwall. They settle in England in places near to rivers or the sea, which could be easily reached by boat. One of the places they settle in was Tonbridge, in Kent.

Tonbridge was an ideal place to settle as it was on the main... The Anglo-Saxons were warrior-farmers and came from north-western Europe. They began to invade Britain while the Romans were still in control. The Anglo-Saxons were tall, fair-haired men, armed with swords and spears and round shields.

The Romans had built forts along the coast to protect against invasions from the north. However, the main threat to the Romans came from the Anglo-Saxons. They were a mixture of different tribes who came from north Germany, Denmark, and the northern Netherlands. They sailed across the North Sea and arrived in Britain. The tribes included the Angles, Saxons, and Jutes. Some were war-like and pushed the existing Celtic kingdoms... The Anglo-Saxons traces the turbulent history of these people across the next six centuries. It explains how their earliest rulers fought relentlessly against each other for glory and supremacy, and then were almost destroyed by the onslaught of the Vikings.
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